This publication of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") is designed as a reference tool providing actual notice of actions by OFAC with respect to the List of Foreign Sanctions Evaders (the "FSE List") to assist the public in complying with the various sanctions programs administered by OFAC. The latest changes may appear here prior to their publication in the Federal Register, and it is intended that users rely on changes indicated in this document that post-date the most recent Federal Register publication. Such changes reflect official actions of OFAC and will be reflected as soon as practicable in the Federal Register under the index heading "Foreign Assets Control.” New Federal Register notices with regard to the FSE List may be published at any time. Users are advised to check the Federal Register and this electronic publication routinely for additional names or other changes to the listings. The following changes have occurred with respect to the Office of Foreign Assets Control FSE List since January 1, 2021:

• 05/11/21

The following [FSE-SY] [SYRIA] entries have been removed:

HOLLEBRAND, Alexander (a.k.a. HOLLEBRAND, Sander); DOB 20 Dec 1954; POB Netherlands (individual) [SYRIA] [FSE-SY];

HOLLEBRAND, Sander (a.k.a. HOLLEBRAND, Alexander); DOB 20 Dec 1954; POB Netherlands (individual) [SYRIA] [FSE-SY];

STAROIL B.V. (a.k.a. STAROIL S.A.), Wilhelminastraat 43 A, Haarlem 2011 VK, Netherlands; 30 A Rte de Chene, Geneva 1208, Switzerland; Registration ID 819860578 (Netherlands); V.A.T. Number NL 819860578B01 (Netherlands); Commercial Registry Number 34311024 (Netherlands) [SYRIA] [FSE-SY];

VAN MAZIJJK, Paul; DOB 24 Jan 1958; Passport NSK7K05F4 (Netherlands) (individual) [SYRIA] [FSE-SY];

819860578B01 (Netherlands); Commercial Registry Number 34311024 (Netherlands) [SYRIA] [FSE-SY].